
 
 

MEMORANDUM 

 

From: Michael Neblo 

Date: May 25, 2019 

Subject:  Constituent Engagement 

 

I suggest organizing different forms of constituent engagement according to a set of categories:  

 

• Real Time v. Over Time 

• Self-Selecting v. Random Recruitment 

• Face-to-Face v. Mediated 

• Specific Topic v. Open Topics 

• Member Participates v. Report to Member 

• Top-of-the-Head v. Informed v. Intensive 

• Communicate to the Public v. Hear from the Public v. Two-Way 

 

Using these categories we can describe familiar forms of constituent engagement. For example, 

traditional town hall meetings are real-time, face-to-face events with members participating on 

open topics. Constituents self-select and engage in (ostensibly) two-way, top-of-the-head 

communication. 

 

We can also describe new, technologically enabled innovations in constituent engagement. For 

example, our deliberative town halls are real-time, online events with the member participating on 

a specific topic. Representative groups of constituents engage in informed, two-way interactions. 

 

Most importantly, these categories can be combined in various ways to imagine heretofore untried 

forms of constituent engagement. For example, an agenda advisory panel might ask a 

representative group of constituents to use an online discussion board over time to provide 

informed input to an office on prioritizing emerging policy topics. 

 

*** 

 

Next I provide a list of (and links to) ten newer forms of constituent engagement that are used only 

sporadically or not at all in the Congress, but that could be adapted to such use: 

 



 
Citizen Assemblies are being used increasingly across the globe with Ireland’s being an extremely 

popular recent case (along with Canada, Belgium, France, and Australia). There are many 

variations, but most use random samples of citizens to meet in person, over time to intensively 

study a range of topics and make recommendations to the legislature or in advance of referenda. 

In some cases elected officials participate with their constituents, and in others not. In the U.S. the 

Oregon Citizen Initiative Review is the most prominent example. 

 

Citizen Juries are similar to assemblies but tend to be smaller, somewhat less intensive, they meet 

over shorter time spans, focus on a single issue, and do not typically involve elected officials. The 

Jefferson Center at the U. of MN sponsors many citizen juries 

 

Common Ground for Action forums are the online version of the National Issues Forums 

Institute’s events. They aim to prompt informed, community based discussion of particular issues 

to empower groups of local residents to generate solutions to problems in their communities. The 

Kettering Foundation developed the CGA platform and works with the NIFI to sponsor forums, 

and A Public Voice, an annual event which conveys the findings of the forums to public officials. 

 

Deliberative Opinion Polls, like traditional opinion polls, use random sampling to reach a 

representative group of people in a jurisdiction. They then convene a two to three day face to face 

meeting to deliberate about a specific issue before repeating their opinion survey. James Fishkin 

at Stanford’s Center for Deliberative Polling has pioneered this approach around the globe. 

 

Deliberative Online Town Halls recruit random samples of constituents to study up on a specific 

issue and engage in a real-time, online forum with their elected officials. The Connecting to 

Congress project with the assistance of the Institute for Democratic Engagement & Accountability 

(IDEA) at The Ohio State University convene and host deliberative online town halls. 

 

Facebook’s Town Hall Feature facilitates communication between elected officials and their 

constituents. The tool makes it easy for constituents to find their elected officials at the federal, 

state, and local levels, as well as to follow their updates and communicate with their offices. Its 

“badge” feature provides the officials with a way to verify that people are actually their 

constituents, as well as a targeted channel of communication to people in their jurisdiction. 

 

Participatory Budgeting and Input is traditionally a form of direct democracy, but some have 

adapted its ideas and principles to provide non-binding input to elected officials during committee 

work, mark-ups, and the like. 

 

 



 
PopVox is somewhat similar to Town Hall, but it is more extensive, sophisticated, and specifically 

dedicated to constituent-official interaction. It builds in a social networking feature, allows 

constituents to follow specific legislative areas, and provides features for elected officials and their 

staff to communicate outwardly, as well as for organized interests to weigh in. 

 

Redditt’s Ask-Me-Anything setup is not specific to elected officials, but it has been used by many 

to hold web-mediated “office hours” so to speak. The platform allows users to up- and down-vote 

questions to prioritize the sense of the group. The exchange is text mediated and does not typically 

allow for constituent verification. 

 

Voice of the People is an initiative of the Program for Public Consultation at the University of 

Maryland. The approach is similar to Deliberative Opinion Polls, but instead of intensive face to 

face deliberation, individuals participate in private “simulations” surrounding the issue, and then 

are surveyed afterwards. PPC has also begun holding face to face events with elected officials 

linked to their informed opinion polls. 

 

*** 

 

Finally, many of the innovations in constituent engagement revolve around convening more 

representative and informed groups of people. So I have organized several forms of constituent 

engagement according to these criteria in the table below. Of course, those forms grouped in a box 

can also vary according to the other criteria presented at the beginning of this memo. 

 

 

 Top-of-the-Head Informed Intensive 

 

 

Self-Selected 

 

Standard Town Halls 

Standard Tele Town Halls 

Constituent Mail/Phone 

Redditt AMA’s 

Facebook Town Hall 

 

 

 

Common Ground for Action/NIFI 

Participatory Budgeting & Input 

 

 

 

PopVox 

Lobbying 

 

Representative 

 

 

Standard Opinion Polls 

 

 

 

Deliberative Town Halls 

Voice of the People 

 

Citizen Assemblies 

Citizen Juries 

Deliberative Opinion Polls 

 

 

 


